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I. Brief overview of the history of the Faculty of Medicine in Hungary (1769-
1848) 

1n the first half of the 18th century, the number of doctors of Medicine and 
barber-surgeons was very little. Doctors studied in foreign universities or in private 
medical schools, which were mostly in the Northem parts of Hungary. These were 
schools of volunteer doctors or doctor-dynasties 1• Surgeons were trained in guilds or 
in the army. First attempts by the state to regulate the conditions in Hungary were 
made in the middle of the century. The milestone of this process was the edict, 
Generale Normativum in Re Sanitatis (Sanitătshauptnormativ) in l 770. lt was valid 
in the entire Habsburg Empire, and it concemed every part of the field of public 
health2

• In the same year, 1770 opened the Faculty of Medicine in Nagyszombat 
(now Tmava, Slovakia), which was moved to Buda in 1777 (in the same year, when 
the educational edict, Ratio Educationis was published), and finally to Pest in 17843

. 

The conditions in Nagyszombat were not perfect. The building of the faculty was 
finished in 1772, but clinical education and practice in dissection was irnpossible 

1 Katalin Kapronczay, Orvosi miivelodes es egeszsegiigyi /cultura a XVII. szazadi Magyarorszagon, 
Budapest, 2007, p. 62-71. 
~ According to this edict and another one in 1773, each province of the Habsburg Empire had to 
establish an institution for education of surgeons and midwives. From 1773, these provincial lycea 
gave certificates, which were valid only in their province, unlike the qualifications of the 
universities. Franciscus-Xaverio Linzbauer, Codex Sanitario-Medicinalis Hungariae. Tomus li. 
Buda, 1852, p. 535-571 (541) and Evelyn Kulhanek, Wundărzte, ein verdrăngter Beruf Zur 
Sozialgeschichte des Sanitiitspersonals im Tirol des 19. Jahrhunderts. Innsbruck, 1996, p. 95. 
1 In the same time, 1769, Kăroly Eszterhăzy, bishop of Eger gave pennission to Fcrenc Markhot to 
open a medical school in Eger. They wanted to develope the institution into university thcre, but 
their plan failed aftcr three years, due to the new Faculty of Medicine in Nagyszombat. The 
university had to move from Buda to Pest by reason of the Hungarian govemment took their place 
in the castle. Tibor Gyory nădudvari. Az orvostudomanyi kar tortenete /770-1935. A Kiralyi 
Magyar Pazmany Peter Tudomanyegyetem Tortenete III., Budapest, 1936, p. 185; Gyiirgy Gortvay, 
Az ujabbkori magyar orvosi miivelodes es egeszsegiigy tortenete, Budapest, 1953, p. 74; K. 
Kapronczay, op. cit., p. 62. 
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there4
• According to the Generale Nonnativum, every practising doctor or surgeon 

had to get a certificate from the Facutty5. The education of surgeons began in 17746
• 

In the era of Emperor Joseph II many positive effects allowed the 
development of the Faculties. Between 1782 and 1784 the Emperor downgraded 
almost every University into lycea, but the Faculty in Pest with Vienna, Prague and 
Lemberg remained intact7. The translocation and the new seat of the University was 
an apt choice, as Pest and Buda were among the most progressive cities in Hungary. 
The certificates of Pest were equally accepted in the entire Habsburg Empire from 
17938

. 

Joseph II also reformed the educational system in 1786. From that session -
until the death of the emperor - students of medicine and surgery studied together for 
four years. He divided surgery into superior and inferior surgery. The latter one was 
taught via independent courses in the faculties, where people could get a certificate 
as Civil- und Landwundarzt. This kind of certificate was introduced in the University 
of Pest in 1816. From that time, three kind of surgical diplomas were extradited: 
doctor of surgery, master of surgery and civil surgeon9

• When a new order of 
education came into force in 1806, studies of medicine were raised again for five 
years. Studies of surgery were similarly raised in 1816 for threc years (actually, the 
courses were held in two classes in Pest, where students repeated the second class)10

• 

The Faculty of Pest also had some modem institutions: the department of 
Veterinary, thc department of state medicine (politia medica, since 1793, it was 
earlier, than the same institution in Vienna, which was founded in 1807 and the same 
one in Prague, since 1805). Ophthalmology was taught in Pest from session 1803/4, 
it had a common department with Obstetrics until 1817 /8. 1n comparison, lectures on 
ophthalmology were held in Prague since 1778, but the first department of 

4 Gy. Gortvay, op. cit., p. 76; Laszlo Molnăr, Rectores Medici. Nagyszombat - Budapest, Budapest, 
2005, p. 11; K. Kapronczay, op. cit., p. 74-75. 
~ Semmelweis University Archives [hereafter, SUA], Books of Promotions [hereafter, 1/f], 2, p. 
397-569. 
h Since 1761, surgeons had to do an exam of anatomy for their master title in the guilds în Hungary. 
Andrâs Daday, Sebeszsere/mek a XV/II. szazadban, "Orvostorteneti Kozlemenyek" 18 ( 1960), p. 
168-174; Hans-Heinz Eulner, Die Entwicklung der medizinischen Spezialfacher an den 
Universităten des deutschen Sprachgebietes. Studien zur Medizingeschichte des neunzehnten 
Jahrhunderts Band IV., Stuttgart, 1970, p. 296-299 and 306; Michael Sachs, Geschichte der 
operativen Chirurgie. Vom Handwerk zur Wissenschaft. Die Entwicklung der Chirurgie im 
deutschen Sprachraum vom /6. bis zum 20. Jahrhundert. Band 4., Heidelberg, 2003, p. 3-4. 
7 Walter Zirker, hzte und Wundărzte in Voralberg von 1814 bis 1914, Vienna, 1996, p. 29; Ev. 
Kulhanek, op. cit., p. 43-49; M. Sachs, op. cit., p. 90 and 119. 
8 T. Gyory, op. cit., p. 142-144 and 195-196. 
9 F.-X. Linzbauer, III, I, p. 259-261 (no 985). 
10 The order ofeducation was changed in 1813, 1819 and 1833. T. Gyory, op. cit., p. 241; Irnre 
Bolănyi & Irnre Palatkâs, Tablazatok a Budapesti Orvostudomanyi Egyetem tortenetenekfontosabb 
adatairol, "Orvostorteneti Kozlemenyek" 20 (1961 ), p. 427. For sophister surgeons the faculty had 
an independent third class between 1817/8 and 1820/1. 1n the next two sessions they had a 
'repeater' (repetens) class. After that, tha faculty did not start a class for them, they were simply 
among sophister surgeons. For more details about the education of surgeons, see: Katalin Simon, 
Sebeszet es sebeszek Magyarorszagon (1686-1848), Budapest, 2013, p. 65-147. 
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ophthalmology in the world was founded in Vienna, only five years before the same 
department in Pest was instituted 11

• 

In the first half of the 19th century, the Faculty of Pest became more popular 
for peregrinants. At the time ofthe Napoleonic wars, it was more secure than Vienna, 
and after that, due to the Carlsbad decrees of 1819, the visitation of other universities 
inside the Habsburg Empire became more relevant. 1n this time, most provinces of 
the Empire had still only medical schools. Padua and Pavia were mostly important 
for the Italians and for those citizens, who lived in the southem parts of the Empire, 
while Krak6w with its University was annected to the Habsburg Empire only in 
184612

• 

Lessons were held in Latin from the establishment of the faculty. During the 
reign of Joseph II, German was introduced, but after his death, the original system 
was introduced again. Lessons of surgery were held in Latin ( ordinary course ), 
German and Hungarian [repeater (correpetens) course] from session 1804/5. Thanks 
to the ~owing popularity of the vemacular courses, Latin lessons were dissolved in 
1808/9 3

• According to the act II of 1844, use of Hungarian language became 
obligatory in the Faculty, too. The disposition caused difficulties, especially among 
students of medicine. Finishing their studies became almost impossible for 
peregrinants, not to mention, that Hungarian medical terminology was newly created 
in that time14

• Midwives studied in vemacular languages - in Hungarian or German -
in the faculty since it was founded, later, from 1815 'Slavic' courses were 
introduced 15

. 

II.I. Students and graduated persons in Nagyszombat and Buda 
For analysing the the students and graduates of the Faculty of Medicine, we 

have two essential archival resources: a) the so-called books of Promotions about the 
graduated persons and b) the Protocol/a C/assificationum, which show the notes of 
the immatriculated students (including fall- and spring semesters until session 

11 ln 1793 a new order of educatîon was întroduced în the faculty. T. Gyory, op. cit., p. 203, 220-
224: Walther Koertîng. Die Deutsche Univer.~tiit in Praf!. Die letzten hundert Jahre ihrer 
Medizinischen Fakultiit. Schriftenreihe der Bayerischen Landeiirztekammer Band I 1., Bonn, 1968, 
p- 156, 226-227, 255. 

2 ln 1840/1 Pest was the fifth largest unîversîty în the Habsburg Empîre (following Vienna, 
Prague, Padua, and Pavîa). lf we analyse the number of students of surgery by archival sources, we 
can say, Pest followed directly Vîenna and Prague. Felicitas Seebacher, "Primum humanitas, 
alterum scientia ··. Die Wiener Medizinische Schule im Spannung.~(eld von Wissenschaft und 
Politik, Klagenfurt, 2000, p. 87 and M. Sachs, op. cit., p. 161. 
13 T. Gyory, op. cit., p. 243,265. 
14 We have to admit that lectures on anatomy, theoretical and practicai medicine for surgeons, 
surgery, obstetrics, veterinary and forensic medicine and extraordinary courses were already held in 
Hungarian. Chemistry stayed Latin for a while. So, they had to translate the lectures on 
encyclopaedia, mineralogy, geology, zoology, botany and politia medica. The list of lectures are în 
"Orvos-Sebeszî Evkonyvek", I, II, 8 (August, 1844), p. 99; T. Gyory, op. cit., p. 413-415. 
15 F.-X. Linzbauer, lll, II, p. 471-472 (no 1982). 
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1825/6)16
• The first one contains data from the foundation of the Faculty, so since 

session l 770/1, on the contrary, the earliest extant book of Classifications is from 
1787/8. For this reason, we can use practicably only the books of Promotions to 
analyse the period of Nagyszombat and Buda, and the first years of Pest. Although 
we have a !ist ofnames in the book Protocol/a sessionum Facultatis Medicae 17

, but it 
does not contain any other data about the students. 

Session Students of Students of Students of 
Medicine Sureerv Pharmacy 

1772-1773 8 
1773-1774 4 
1774-1775 15 
1775-1776 7 7 
1776-1777 9 4 
1777-1778 12 7 
1778-1779 13 2 
1779-1780 6 8 
1780-1781 1 2 
1781-1782 25 5 2 
1782-1783 16 4 
1783-1784 31 2 27 

Table I. Students in the Faculty of Medicine in Nagyszombat and Buda 
(based on SUA, 1/a, 1) 

Before particularly analysing the data, we should mention that these 
resources contain the place of birth of the students, and not their residency, although 
these two were not necessarily the same ( especially in case of surgeons, who usually 
left their place of birth, according to the guild's 'wandering years', or due to their 
work in the army). 

As we can see, during the first decades of the Faculty, only a few students 
carne bere. Qualification of doctors of Medicine was not an attractive opportunity, 
thanks to difficulties about the new educational system and the disadvantegous and 
isolated location of the city (it is situated near the western frontier of Hungary, close 
to the popular University of Vienna). Although the Faculty later moved to the center 
of Hungary, Buda, it did not become more popular arnong Transylvanian 
peregrinants. One reason for this, that since 1775 the expensive medical education 
was also available in Transylvania (although they were more pre-studies, as the 
institution - Institutum Medico-Chirurgicum - was not University, but lyceum) 18

• 

Another explanation of this phenomenon, that the mostly Protestant Transylvanian 
peregrinants did not prefer the University, which remained strictly Catholic after the 

16 SUA, Libri c/assificationum Facultatis Medicae in Regia Universitate Pestinensi [hereafter, 1/d) 
and 1/f. 
17 SUA, Protocol/a sessionum Facultatis Medicae [hereafter, I/a), I. 
18 About the lyceum see Janos Maizner, A kolozsvari orvos-sebeszi tanintezet torteneti vazlata 
1775-1872, Kolozsvăr, 1890. 
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dissolution of the Jesuit Order in 1773 too, and, in contrary to this, the peregrinants 
had strong, traditional connections with other famous Protestant European 
universities, where they possibly could go with special sholarships. Therefore among 
83 doctors of Medicine, who graduated in Nagyszombat and Buda, only three 
persons were bom in Transylvania. The question is, why did they choose Buda, as all 
three were Protestants, and came from the south-eastem part of Transylvania. Two 
persons' latter course of life is unknown: one, Martinus Lupini surely, the other, 
Andreas Wolff was probably Saxon. The third one, Samuel Benko became one ofthe 
greatest doctors of Medicine in Hungary by the beginning of the 19th Century19

• He 
was horn in Kisbacon (Băţanii Mici)2° in 1743, and as a Calvinist peregrinant, he 
studied in German and Netherlandish universities (the book of Promotions mentions 
just Utrecht by Nagyszombat and Buda). He became doctor of Philosophy in 1775 in 
Leiden, and doctor of medicine in Buda, 11 December 1778. After the graduation, he 
did not moved back to Transylvania, but shortly settled down in Miskolc, 
catholicized, and became chief physician (Physicus ordinarius) of Borsod county in 
1783 until his retirement in 1824. He died here one year later, in 182521

. 

NalQ'szombat Buda 
Session Doctor of Amongthem Scholar Doctor Amongthem 

medicine Transylvanian year of Transylvanian 
medicine 

1770-1771 1777-1778 10 l 
1771-1772 3 1778-1779 2 2 
1772-1773 4 1779-1780 5 
1773-1774 5 1780-1781 l 
1774-1775 2 1781-1782 7 
1775-1776 12 1782-1783 8 
1776-1777 13 1783-1784 11 
Summa 39 - Summa 44 3 

Table 2. Doctors of Medicine in Nagyszombat and Buda 
(based on SUA, 1/f, 1, kotet 1-13. p. and Endre Hogyes, Emlekkonyv a budapesti 

Egyetem Orvosi Karanak multjarol es Jelenerol, Budapest, 1896, p. 130) 

Comparing the number of graduating doctors of l\fcdicino and mastoni of 

Surgery, we can say, that much more surgeons got their degree in Nagyszombat and 
Buda, than doctors, although their number did not exceed a couple of dozen per year. 
129 diplomas of Surgery were extradited in Nagyszombat and 205 in Buda. This 
number is a consequence of the edict Generale Nonnativum: according to that, the 
permission of every surgeon's further practice depended on the acquisition of the 
degree. Both the Faculty, the Roya! Council (Consilium Locumtenentiale Regium) 

19 Wolff and Lupini were Lutheran, the latter was called Transylvanian Saxon in the sources (saxo 
transylvanus). SUA, 1/f, I. p. 6 and 8 (no 35, 47-48). 
20 The sources use generally the Hungarian or the Latin name of the settlements. Therefore we used 
the Hungarian version ofthem, putting in parenthesis their Romanian name. 
21 Gy. Gortvay, op. cit., p. 19, 71, 171-172, 214. 
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and the counties, free royal cities tried to help their surgeons to get this certificate: 
the latter contributed to the travel expenses (another 'form' of support was, if they 
did not mention in their regular annual reports their surgeons' education or 
qualification)22

. The Faculty could release the examination fee23
. Thanks to this edict, 

the Faculty operated more as an organization, which gave certificates for the 
Hungarian medical personnel, and less as an educational institution. Thanks to this, 
similarly to the doctors, there were only few Transylvanians among the surgeons: in 
Nagyszombat three, in Pest five. The issue is more complex, if we analyse, how 
much of them belonged actually to Transylvania. 1n case of masters of Surgery, in 
the book of Promotions were notated, where and when were the surgeons trained and 
by which master were they employed. Checking these data makes clear, that among 
these eight surgeons two definitely pertained to Hungary: Thomas Mihălcs, who was 
bom in Szeklerland, had worked in Tata until 1767 (where was a so-called.fi/ia/e of 
the guild of surgeons of Pest). Kăroly M6csy, who was bom in Marosvăsărhely 
(Târgu Mureş), was granted in the guild of Gyor in 1770, and after this, he became 
master ofSurgery in Nagyszombat, in 1776. Both were Catholics24

. 

M6csy chose to stay in the Faculty after graduation: he was allowed to teach 
obstetrics in 1784 as correpetitor, therethrough he was the first of this kind of private 
teacher. He was citizen of Buda since 1779 and he was mentioned as 'first-class 
surgeon' of Buda in the conscription of 178525

. So, he finally settled down in 
Hungary. 

The Calvinist Istvan Nagy came to Buda to get a certificate of Surgery in 
1784, one year before the foundation of the lyceum in Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca). He 
was Hungarian, bom in Marosvăsărhely (Târgu Mureş), and probably moved back to 
his homeland after the graduation26

. The other four Transylvanians were Lutheran 
Saxons, all of them came from Nagyszeben (Sibiu), where they were bom and 
trained as joumeymen in the local guild27

. Due to the strong Catholic dominance in 
the Faculty, the number ofTransylvanian students was not too much. We can clearly 
see this, if we analyse the religion of all the surgeons in these decades: among the 
Catholic ones there were only 22 Lutheran, 17 Calvinist and 4 Jewish surgeons. That 
was the other reason why the Faculty ofNagyszombat and Buda was not so popular 
for Transylvanian peregrinants, who were mostly Calvinist Hungarians and Lutheran 
Saxons. 

22 Elder surgeons were absolved of the examination, in case they were noi able to cover the 
expenses of the travel and the exam. Until 1774 the Council allowed chief physicians to examine 
surgeons. K. Simon, op. cit., p. 152. 
23 One case is known in Nagyszombat and three in Buda. SUA, 1/f, 2, p. 414, 423, 440 (no 126, 
199-200, 329). 
24 In the book of Promotions his name is written as Mocsi, but he is well-known as Mocsy. SUA, 
1/f, 2, p. 408-409 (no 89, 121). 
25 Budapest City Archives, Matricula Civium Budensium (IV. 1002.u), I, foi. 85v; National 
Archives of Hungary [hereafter, NAH], Consilium locumtenentiale Regium, Departmentum 
Sanitatis (C 66) 1785, Fons I, no 79. (Buda royal free city to the Council, 11 Februar, 1785), T. 
Gyory, 1936, p. 147-148. and I. Bolănyi & I. Palatkăs, op. cit., p. 423. 
26 SUA, 1/f, 2, p. 408 (no 74). 
27 SUA, 1/f, 2, p. 418-419, 423-424, 433 (nos 156,162,206,215,275). 
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1772-1773 
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1774-1775 
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Na1n1szombat Buda 
Master Amongthem Session Master Amongthem 

of Transylvanian of Transylvanian 
Sure:erv Sure:erv 

7 1777-1778 26 
10 1778-1779 23 
18 1779-1780 31 
19 1780-1781 20 
32 1 1781-1782 21 
24 1 1782-1783 17 
19 1 1783-1784 67 

129 3 Summa 205 
Table 3. Graduated masters of Surgery in Nagyszombat and Buda 

(Based on SUA, 1/f, 2, p. 397-441) 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
5 

11.2. In Pest from the beginning until the end of Napoleonic wars 
Thanks to the moving of the University to Pest, the reforms of Joseph II and 

last, but not least, the Napoleonic wars, the Faculty became more popular among 
foreign students and intemationally well-known. Due to this, number and 
composition of students and graduating people also changed. The books of 
Classifications clearly show, how the number of students of medicine started to 
increase gradually from the end ofthe 18th Century: in session 1787-1788 34 persons 
attended the course of medicine, ten years later their number reached 50, in 1803-
1804 65 persons matriculated, and by the end of the Napoleonic wars (1815-1816) 
already 73 students studied medicine in Pest28

. Even so, we can find among them 
only a few from Transylvania, on the average, one or two persons came to Pest per 
year. Their number increased slowly by the end of the Napoleonic wars, so in 1813-
1814 three Transylvanian students matriculated as freshmen of medicine in Pest. In 
spite of this, the number of graduating Transylvanian peregrinants was higher: in 
these three decades 23 of them became doctor of medicine and two doctor of surgery. 
As Table 3 shows, most of them got their certificate at the end of Joseph II's reign, 
after 1793-1794 they showed less interest to get their diploma here. The reason of 
their major attondanco until I 793 is, that during the era of Joseph II Pest was one of 

the few universities, which were not downgraded into lyceum. Most of the 
graduating doctors studied elsewhere previously. 

Among the graduating Transylvanians were 6 Catholic Hungarians, of whom 
two were Szeklers and one was horn in Szamosfalva (Someşeni); 11 Calvinist 
Hungarians, mostly from larger Transylvanian cities, so two were bom in Kolozsvăr 
(Cluj-Napoca) and two in Marosvăsărhely (Târgu Mureş), one in Fogaras (Făgăraş), 
Szăszvăros (Orăştie), Nagyszeben (Sibiu). Beside them 6 Lutheran Saxons came to 
Pest, also from larger cities: two from Nagyszeben (Sibiu), two from Brasso (Braşov) 
and one from Segesvăr (Sighişoara), one from Medgyes (Mediaş). A Unitarian 

28 Based on SUA, 1/d, 1-4. 
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Hungarian also matriculated in Pest, Ferenc Szikszay was bom in Kolozsvâr (Cluj
Napoca), he studied medicine in the Lyceum there, and afterwards he studied 
medicine and superior surgery ('chirurgia altior') in Pest and finally became doctor 
of medicine and surgery in 180?29

. The Calvinist Andrâs Fodor lugosi, who was horn 
in Szâszvâros (Orăştie), was a classmate of Szikszay, he also studied superior surgery 
in Pest3°. There are no data about his pre-studies, he is not mentioned neither among 
the doctors of medicine in Pest, nor in the database of German institutions, nor 
among students in Vienna (although it is unlikely, that he went to Vienna, in view of 
his Calvinist religion), and it seems he did not have pre-studies in Kolozsvâr (Cluj
Napoca)31. However, he should have got a certificate somewhere, because he went 
back later to his homeland, and became ordinary physician of county Doboka before 
1817, and after that, chief physician of county Hunyad (he fulfilled this position until 
his death). He published an obstetrical coursebook in Pest, 1817 (Szulest segito 
tudomany es mesterseg). In the title of this book, ha calls himself doctor and 
obstetrical aidant. According to this, he possibly eamed only degree as doctor of 
surgery and master of obstetrics32

. He also did an exam as veterinarian, as he is 
mentioned in a !ist at the end of session 1807-180833 

Many Transylvanian students were outstanding, talented persons of this era. 
For Example the Roman Catholic Ferenc Nyulas [b. 1758, Koszvenyes-Remete 

29 The educational system of superior surgery was immature that time, because afler the death of 
Joseph li, instead of the five-year common studies of becoming doctors of medicine and surgery, 
the course of medicine was decreased into four-year studies. Becoming doctors of surgery - which 
meant only one or two persons in practice - studied together with the medical. This system shortly 
disappeared, the Faculty gave the title 'doctor of surgery' after a special exam, and not by separate 
qualification. Due to this, Szikszay was not an 'ordinary' student: he studied surgery among 
freshmen and sophomores of medicine in I 803-1804, in next year, he was among sophisters, and 
after two years, he studied also with freshmen and seniors. Previously he was among sophomores 
of medicine in Kolozsvăr, 1802-1803. SUA, 1/d, 2. p. 238-241, 254-257, 277-278, 297-298, 316-
317, 322-323, 336-337, 342-343, 404; Julia Varga, A Kolozsvari Kiralyi Liceum Hallgatosaga 
1784-/848. Felsâoktatastorteneti Kiadvanyok, UJ sorozat I. Szerk.: Szogi Laszlo, Budapest, 2000, 
f.· 92 (no 743), K. Simon, op. cit., p. 86-87. 
° Fodor was freshman in 1804-1805, next year he anended simultaneously courses of Medicine, of 

first and second scholar year. Finally, he became doctor of surgery in 1809. SUA, 1/d, 2, p. 273-
274, 293-294, 316-3 I 7, 336-337, 364-365, 386-387, 524; 1/f, I, 77 (no 365). 
31 Lăszl6 Szogi, Magyarorszagi diakok a Habsburg Birodalom egyetemein I. I 790-1850. 
Magyarorszagi diakok egyetemjarasa az ujkorban I. Budapest-Szeged, 1994; J. Varga, op. cit.; 
Attila Tar, Magyarorszagi diakok nemetorszagi egyetemeken es fâisko/akon 1694-1789, Budapest, 
2004. 
32 Among masters of obstetrics, who were examined in Pest, there is a person with the same name 
(Andrâs Fodor), who eamed his degree in 1793, but these two are not the same: this one was horn 
in Ersekujvăr (Nove Zămky), and became previously master of surgery in 1783. The Transylvanian 
one was engaged in balneology, epidemiology and mineralogy. He died in 1859, according to his 
obituary, he was former regional physician. SUA, 1/f, 2, p. 451 (no 436); ibidem, 2, p. 295 (no 
24 7); http://www.orvostortenet.hu/tankonyvek/tk-05/pdf _ Szallasi/vegyes _ 123.pdf [ accessed on 
November 18, 2013), http://www.rakovszky.net/Dl_DisplRemlmg/ 
Rako_DRI_ShowRemotelmages.shtml?$LSG_Fl7@0500 (Fl7:508, Fodor, Andrăs) [accessed on 
November 18, 2013]. 
33 SUA, 1/d, 2, p. 459. 
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(Eremitu)-d. 1808, Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca)], a descendant of an eminent Szekler 
family, who studied medicine in Vienna, but interestingly, instead he would had 
stayed there, he came to Pest to get his diploma in 1787. Thereafter he went back to 
Transylvania, and was medical practitioner in Szamosujvăr (Gherla), later in 
Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca). He promoted Jenner's smallpox vaccine, and was 
designated for chief physician of Transylvania from 1806 until his death34

. 

Samuel Pataky (Pataki) Sărospataki had a similar course of life as Nyulas. 
He was horn in Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca), 1765. He studied in Gottingen and 
Vienna35

, and later finished his studies in Pest, where he became doctor of medicine 
11 February 179436

• He was horn into an illustrious doctor-dynasty, his father and 
grandfather (with the same name) were also doctors of medicine. His father taught 
him. He learned the method of smallpox vaccine in Vienna, and successfully 
promoted and used it in his homeland. He worked as chief physician of Transylvania 
from 1812 until his death in 182437

. 

The Calvinist Mihăly Incze (lntze) [b. 1787, Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca)-d. 
1836, Gyulafehervăr (Alba Iulia)] also played an important role in Transylvania. He 
got his certificate as doctor of medicine in Pest, 1787, and therefore educated 
physiology, pathology and medicine in the Lyceum ofKolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca}38

• 

Of course, on the other hand, there were less dedicated persons in the 
Faculty, too. Most of them dismissed their studies and chose themselves another 
profession, but some of them came back after a few-years pause, and finished their 
studies in Pest. An interesting example for this is the life of the Calvinist Mârton 
So6s [b. around 1766, Marosvăsărhely (Târgu Mureş) - d. ?). As a student of 
medicine, he became interested in acting and theatre in 1791, and temporarily gave 
up his studies for acting (he also wrote some drama in this period). After a few years, 
he changed his mind, he got his diploma as doctor of medicine in Pest, 1794, moved 
to Des (Dej), and became chief physician of county Belso-Szolnok39

. 

Session Doctor of medicine Doctor of sure:erv 
Transylvanian Ali Transylvanian Ali 

1787-1788 4 15 
1788-1789 3 19 
1789-1790 JO 
1790-1791 2 i' (1) 

1791-1792 2 JO 
1792-1793 5 I 
1793-1794 3 12 
1794-1795 6 3 

34 SUA, 1/f, 1, p. 17 (no 102). 
35 He matriculated to Gottingen în 1787. A. Tar, op. cit., p. 118. (no 720). 
36 SUA, 1/f, 1, p. 32 (no 174). 
37 Gy. Gortvay, op. cit., p. 72. 
38 SUA, 1/f, 1, p. 15 (no 91 ); J. Maizner, op. cit., p. 61. 

Master of Surpery 
Transylvanian Ali 

2 36 
16 

I 44 
2 -16 

2 52 
3 /9 

41 
3 45 

39 SUA, 1/f, I, p. 34 (no 182); http://mek.oszk.hu/03600/03630/html/index.htrn (Soos, Marton 
szeki) [accessed on November 21, 2013]. 
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1795-1796 7 l 2 51 
1796-1797 16 2 50 
1797-1798 3 1 57 
1798-1799 1 /8 1 41 
1799-1800 12 2 37 
1800-1801 1 8 25 
180:-1802 21 6 90 
1802-1803 JJ 4 46 
1803-1804 2 19 2 44 
1804-1805 12 or (2) 1 34 
1805-1806 15 (J) 30 
1806-1807 1 8 (1) (3) 48 
1807-1808 14 (J) 4 37 
1808-1809 1 9 (4) 1 35 
1810-1811 9 (J) 2 30 
181:-1812 1 JJ l 1 30 
1813-1814 2 5 2 6 
Summa 23 282 2 19 44 990 

Table 4. Graduating Transylvanians in the Faculty of Medicine, Pest until the end of 
Napoleonic wars ( 1 783/4-1815/6) 

(based on SUA, 1/f, l; Ibidem, 1/d, 2 and E. Hogyes, op. cit., p. 130-131)41 

Surgery was less popular than medicine among Transylvanian peregrinants. 
ln the l 79Os and l 8OOs only one or two Transylvanian students matriculated in Pest 
to study surgery per year. After session 1808-1809, due to the introduction of 
verr.acular courses, people showed more interest in surgery: in this year, among 54 
freshrnen four were bom in Transylvania. After one year pause until the end of 
Nap.Jleonic wars, there were few Transylvanian students every year. The reason of 

40 It :s not listed in the book of H6gyes, but SUA, 1/d, 2, p. 270 mentions Jakab Frankenburg, who 
became professor of obstetrics a few years later in Pest. However, the book of Classifications listed 
him m the end of session 1803-1804 and next year, too. It is interesting, because in the book, at the 
stati!tical figures of year 1804-1805 they suggest that no one graduated as doctor of surgery in the 
prevous year. Ibidem p. 311-315. We should notice, that sometimes the data in the books of 
Clas!ifications (they madea )ist and a statistica) table at the end ofthe sessions) and of Promotions 
are rot concordant. Only a few person eamed the title 'doctor of surgery' in these decades, and all 
of th!m had a special, successful life thereafter - probably thanks to their high-level expertise. By 
Fraruenburg we should mention lgnăc Stăhly and Janos Weleczky: they were inaugurated as 
doctors of surgery in 1804 and 1811 and later both of them became professors in the Faculty of 
Pest. SUA, 1/d, 3, p. 320; Ibidem, 1/f, I, p. 60 (no 305), p. 85 (no 388). 
41 Tie table contains only those sessions, when were graduating Transylvanian in Pest. The 
numbers in parenthesis are based on the archival sources, and not consent with the data of Hogyes. 
As tle books of Classifications does not contain these lists for every session, it is not possible to 
comrare all data. 
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their absence in 1809 is that probablt some ofthem gone with Ferenc Eckstein to the 
battlefield at Gyor against Napoleon 2

. 

1n spite of the low number of students of surgery, there are many other 
Transylvanians among graduated surgeons, because there were other methods of 
getting a diploma that time: a) they could study and make their exams in the same 
place, b) after pre-studies in guilds or in other universities, they could get their 
certificate in the Faculty of Pest and c) pre-studies in another university, and taking 
only their last exam in Pest. According to this, among 44 examinated Transylvanian 
surgeons were 12, who took pre-studies in guilds: five were journeymen in 
Kolozsvâr (Cluj-Napoca), and two in Hungary43

. Eight peregrinants were in guilds 
and also took pre-studies in the university. They did not study in the ordinary course, 
but took private lessons and surgical practice in the military hospital - not 
accidentally, due to relations of military medicine of the Hungarian insurrections of 
the Napoleonic wars. The practice of students of the faculty in the military hospital 
was most popular between 1796 and 1798. 

Only four case is known, where Transylvanian peregrinants took pre-studies in 
other universities (or lycea): two of them matriculated in Vienna, and two in 
Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca) antecedently. At the turn of the 18th and 19th century, 
before the formation of the title 'privat-docent', it was widespread to accomodate 
correpetitors (or as the first privat-docents appeared, the correpetitors disappeared). 
At the beginning of the 19th century, this form of private teaching ensured the cost of 
living for some students, until they got their diploma. In these decades, four 
Transylvanian "private correpetitors" are known44

• 

Analyzing their denomination (if it is known, because the sources does not 
always mention it), we can say, that almost half of the Transylvanian rnasters of 
surgery were Calvinist (18 persons) and Catholic (15 persons). Beside them, ten 
Lutheran came to Pest. This marks the tendency, that there was a part of Protestants, 
who gave up their former, traditional path of peregrination and recognized the 
significance of the Faculty of Pest. According to their place of birth, it is clearly seen, 
that they also came from major Transylvanian cities to Pest in these decades, too: 

42 From among the graduated surgeons and students of superior surgery, Eckstein took 16 persons 
to the banlefield. Their inferior personnel was composed of 61 'inferior surgcons' (in(eriores 
chirurgi) and 23 students of surgery. As a maner of course, members of the laner group had to go 
to the front line, many ofthem died there. Eckstein replaced them with seven inferior surgeons and 
two trainee. Franciscus Eckstein, Relatio ol]iciosa generalis de nosocomiis pro nobili insurgente 
militia hungarica anno I 809 erectis et administratis, Buda, 181 O, p. 23-25. 
43 J6zsef Eperjesi was bom in Gyulafehervăr (Alba Iulia) in a Calvinist family. He was joumeyman 
in Szeged until 1789 and became master of surgery in Pest, 1797. The Catholic J6zsef Mătefi was 
bom in Segesvăr (Sighişoara), and was joumeyman in Nagyvărad (Oradea) until 1782, and did his 
final exams for the certificate from the Faculty of Pest in 1790. Pre-studies in guilds not necessarily 
meant less knowledge, among the Transylvanian peregrinants were only two, who got mediocre 
qualification (one of them was the above mentioned Mătefi), the others were eminent at their final 
exam. SUA l!f, 3, p. 485 (no 674) and p. 539 (no 954). 
44 With the following remark by their name: "privatim correpetiit". Correpetitors were from 
Transylvania: Păi Szekely (master of surgery in 1800), Janos Herczinger ( 180 I), Peter Koszorus 
(1802) and Samuel Vărady (1802). SUA, 1/f, 3, p. 561, 573, 577, 579 (no I 099, 1153, 1 190, 1197). 
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from Kolozsvâr (Cluj-Napoca) 7 persons, from Nagyszeben (Sibiu) 6, from Torda 
(Turda) 5, Marosvasarhely (Târgu Mureş) 3 and from Gyulafehervar (Alba Iulia) 2 
persons. 

Despite of all, the interest toward the Faculty of Pest was modest. From 
1787-1788 until the end of Napoleonic wars, only six Transylvanian peregrinants 
studied here from the beginning, in the two-year course of surgery, and also got their 
certificate here. 

Not every Transylvanian students went home after they eamed their degree. 
Some of them stayed in Pest and took their chance here. Amang them should be 
mentioned Sebestyen Rumbach. He was horn in 1761 in Nagybanya (Baia Mare). He 
studied surgery both in guild and university: he was joumeyman at Istvan Kiss, a 
master of surgery in Buda until 1778. After pre-studies of philosophy he matriculated 
in the Faculty of Medicine, where he was student of medicine and surgery in the 
same time. It tumed out during these years, that he was quite talented and sedulous. 
He was assistant in the military hospital at first, then by the prosector of anatomy. He 
took his final exams with excellent results, and became master of surgery and 
obstetrics in 178645

. After that, he became ordinary physicus of city Pest, and 
founded the first medical bath there. He was a member of the Faculty of Medicine 
both in Pest and Vienna. His operant life ended January 16, 1844 in Vienna46. 

11.3. Peregrinants in the Faculty until the revolution in 1848 
After the Napoleonic wars, Europe radically changed, peregrination became 

uneasy, moreover, impossible for a while outside the Habsburg Empire. However, 
paradoxically thanks to this, the Faculty of Medicine of Pest got more popular inside 
the empire this time. Medical professions also became more beloved. But the 
standard of the education and the capability in Pest was modest, if we compare it to 
the 'great old' universities of the empire (Vienna, Prague, or Padua and Pa via, which 
were also part ofit at this time). In the so-called Hungarian 'age of Reforms' the 
connection between Hungary and Transylvania livened, there were many questions, 
which made the contemporary colleagues think about together: creating the 
Hungarian medical terminology, reformation of medical education (including the 
conlifct between doctors of medicine and masters of surgery), reorganization of 
health-care system (claim of districts according to the number of patients and not to 
civil parish), plan of labour organization etc. In the l 830s and 1840s many scientific 
associations were founded, where both Hungarian and Transylvanian colleagues took 
part, for Example Association of Hungarian Doctors of Medicine and 'Nature
searchers'47 (Magyar Orvosok es Termeszetvizsg<ilok T<irsas<iga, since 1841) and 
Scientific Association (Termeszettudom<inyi T<irsulat, it was also founded in 1841). 

45 The qualification of his final exam for the title 'master of Surgery': cum laude eminentiae. SUA, 
1/f, 2, p. 281 (no 35); Ibidem, 3, p. 449 (no 419). 
46 His necrology in: "Orvosi Tar", 3, 5, no 5 (January 28, 1844) p. 80, and his obituary: 
http://www.rakovszky.net/Dl_Disp!Remimg/Rako_DRI_ShowRemotelmages.shtml?$LSG_Rl9@ 
0405 (Rl9:423, Rumbach, Sebestyen) [accessed on November 19, 2013]. 
47 Their name was inspired by the German precedent: Gesellschaft Deutscher Naturforscher und 
hzte (which was founded in 1822). 
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The first Hungarian medical journal, Orvosi Tar was founded in 183 l and refounded 
in I 838, where Transylvanian doctors of medicine and surgeons also had a chance to 
publish their researches. 

These lively and intense connections had an impact on medical education, 
too. Thanks to this, the Faculty of Pest became an important institution of the 
Habsburg Empire, which is clearly visible, if we analyze the constantly increasing 
number of students 48

. 1n session 1824-1825, the number of students of medicine 
reached 100 (in this year 105 person studied medicine in Pest). lt reached its peak in 
session 1833-1834, when roundly 400 student of medicine matriculated in the 
Faculty49

. From session 1838-1839, due to the renewed peregrination outside the 
Habsburg Empire, to the debates about the future of medical education, and to the 
fact, that it became evident, that they have less and less opportunity, to coast after 
they eamed their degree, the nurnber of students started to decrease. W e have the last 
archival source before the revolution of 1848 from session 1846-1847. In this year, 
only 219 students matriculated to study medicine in Pest. The same tendencies can be 
seen at Transylvanian peregrinants, only with lower numbers. From the beginning of 
the 19th century, averagely two or four Transylvanian students of Medicine were in 
Pest per year. From session 1828- I 829 their number reached 7, and between session 
I 831-1832 and 1839-1840 it was between IO and 16 (16 Transylvanian students 
matriculated in 183 7-183 8). In the 1840s, their number decreased and was between 3 
and 7 per year. 

Before the revolution in 1848, 20 Transylvanian students got their certificate 
as doctors of medicine in Pest ( or more exactly, 19 students, because one of them 
was doctor of medicine and surgery, too)5°. Most ofthem were Catholic (14 Roman
and I Greek Catholic). Protestants obviously tried to evade Pest: only 3 Lutherans 
and I Calvinist became doctor of medicine here that time. Regarding their regional 
distribution, it is evident, that they furthermore came from the same major cities to 
Pest, so, for Example Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca) and Szamosujvăr (Gherla) (4-4 
persons), Gyulafehervăr (Alba Iulia) and Medgyes (Mediaş) (2-2 peregrinants) and 
Szăszvăros (Orăştie) (one student). 

Having a look at the life of these doctors we can find those important 
personalities, who served the health care of Transylvania, while some of them 
deployed their talent in Hungary or Pest. 

Janos Mesk6 was bom in Szamosujvăr (Gherla) in 1805. After his studies in 
Pest, he stayed in Hungary. On the other hand, he also had strong connections to the 
Hungarian capital by his family. He became doctor of medicine in Pest, 1830. He 
was designated for ordinary chief physician of county Csanăd în 1835, and he stayed 
here until his death. Due to his self-abnegation in work, he received the title royal 

48 Based on SUA, 1/d, 4-47 and Protocol/a susceptionis juventutis - scholasticae in Facultate 
Medica Regiae Universitatis Pestinensis [hereafter, 1/e], 2-12. 
49 It should be noticed, that the matriculation of course did not always meant the perfection of the 
studics, peoplc often gavc up their sturlies, especially in lower classes, so in scssion 1831-1832 156 
persons malliculated as freshman, but 35 of them dismissed the Faculty (and one did not do his 
exams, another one died). SUA, 1/d, 20, p. 2-37. 
50 Based on Ibidem, 1/f, I, p. IO 1-410 (nos 468-1401 ). 
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counsellor in 1878. Seven years later he and his family became noble with the first
name 'csanadi' 51

• His closest family-members and relatives were also dedicated 
doctors, his daughter's, Malvin's husband was the founder of the first orthopaedic 
institution in Pest, Samuel Batizfalvy52

. 

One of the most talented students was Frigyes Eckstein. He was born in 
Kolozsvar (Cluj-Napoca) in 1803. However, he did not have strong connections to 
Transylvania, his father, Ferenc was professor of the Faculty of Medicine in Pest 
(assistant professor of surgery and obstetrics from 1799, professor of practicai 
surgery since 1803). Frigyes stayed in Pest after his father's early death in 1812, he 
studied medicine here between 1820-1821 and 1824-1825, became adjunct from 
1825 in the hospital of the Faculty, and got his diploma as doctor of medicine in 
182653

• He dedicated his life to brisken the public medical discourse in Hungary: he 
took part in the journal "Orvosi Tar" and worked for the association Magyar Orvosok 
es Termeszetvizsgalok. He was a 'science-loving' member of Termeszettudomanyi 
Tarsulat since 1842 and an active member of the Roya! Medical Association of 
Budapest from its beginning. He was the secretary general of this association 
between 1837 and 1838, and its chairrnan between 1839 and 1841. He took part in 
many sessions of the association and also held many lectures54

• 

Although Janos Theophil Fabini [b. 1791, Medgyes (Mediaş)-d. 1847, Pest], 
the famous Hungarian oculist did not studied in Pest, he and his brother, Frigyes 
[1788, Medgyes (Mediaş)-d. 1864, Giurgiu] had strong connections to the Faculty. 
Their father was a Lutheran priest, but Janos Theophil became the head of a multi
generational doctor-dynasty, whose members had close ties to Transylvania, and also 
to Budapest. Janos Theophil studied medicine in Vienna between 1811-1812 and 
1815-1816, became doctor of medicine in 1816 there, and after his graduation he 
worked in the Allgemeines Krankenhaus as intern and oculist. He went back to his 
homeland for a while, but he was already in Pest from June 1817, where he was 
promoted to professor of ophthalmology in the Faculty of Medicine, and two years 
later to chief oculist of Hungary55

. He was dean of the Faculty of Medicine in 1838-

51 He was promoted as doctor on May 10, 1830. ln his diploma of nobility in 1885 it was 
emphasized his fourty-years sedulous work and his merits in the foundation of the hospital of the 
county in Mak6. He died în Mak6, on January 10, 1891. SUA, 1/f, I, p. 151 (no 569), 
http://mek.oszk.hu/03600/03630/htmUindex.htm (Mesk6 Janos csanădi) [accessed on November 
21, 2013]; NAH, Libri Regii (K 19), 68, p. 464 (991/1878, February 3, 1878) and p. 667-669 
(177/1885, February 12, 1885), http://www.rakovszky.net'DI_Disp1Rem1mg/ 
Rako_DRI_ShowRcmotelmages.shtml?$LSG_M21@0488 (M21:488, Mesk6, Janos) [accessed on 
November 21, 2013]. 
52 Malvin Mesk6, the daughter of Janos Mesk6 and the wife of Samuel Batizfalvy died in 1920 in 
Budapest. http://www.rakovszky.net/D l _ DisplRemlmg/ 
Rako _DRI_ ShowRemotelmages.shtml?$LSG_ B20@0568 (B20:567, Batizfalvy, Sămuelne) 

[accessed on November, 21, 2013]. 
53 January 1 O, 1826. SUA, 1/f, 1, p. 124 (no 505). 
54 K. Simon, A Budapesti Kira/yi Orvosegyesu/et a kezdetekto/ a forradalomig, "Tanulmânyok 
Budapest Multjăb61" 38 (2013), p. 148. 
55 Ophthalmology was taught in Pest since 1818. Students of medicine had to study ophthalmology 
in their last session, becoming masters of surgery could choose it freely. Terms of getting a diploma 
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1839, and rector of the University in session 1845-1846. He lived an active scientific 
life, he also had intemational relations accross Europe. Ferdinand V awarded him 
with nobility in 184056

. A promising career ended with bis early death57
. His brother, 

Frigyes chose the classical path of peregrination of Transylvanian Protestants. He 
studied medicine in the famous Protestant University, Tiibingen, and he eamed bis 
diploma as doctor of medicine there. For the authorization of bis practice inside the 
Habsburg Empire, he also matriculated in the Faculty of Medicine, Pest - where bis 
brother was already professor by this time -, and he was promoted as doctor of 
medicine in 1822 bere, too58

• Like bis brother, he also specialized himself on 
ophthalmology, but did not stay in Hungary. He moved back to Transylvania, where 
he was a practicant in bis hometown at first, and became physician of district 
Beszterce (Bistriţa), and finally, chief oculist of Transylvania between 1823 and 
1835. After that, he had private practice for a short time, later undertook an office as 
quarantine-doctor in Romania. Due to family reasons (bis daughter married to a local 
pharmacist), he stayed there until the end of bis life, he deceased in Giurgiu, in 
186459

• 

Bogdan Korbuly (b. around 1816-d. 1870) had strong ties to Transylvania. 
He was bom in Szamosujvăr (Gherla) in a Roman Catholic family, and practically, 
he was far away from bis homeland only during bis studies. He studied medicine in 
Pest and became doctor of medicine in 1840, also there60 After bis promotion, he 
moved back to Transylvania, and served as chief physician of county Als6-Feher. He 
practiced bere, in Nagyenyed (Aiud), until bis early death61

• 

As we have seen in the Example of the Fabini-brothers, specialization in 
medicine became even more significant. By this time, surgery was not alone anymore 
as special medical knowledge, other special fields of medication also became 
independent. Some doctors of medicine, so the Transylvanians, were interested in 
these new specialities. As the Fabini-brothers were specialized in ophthalmology, so 
did other doctors search other new fields for their interest. For Example, Demeter 
Radulovics chose physiotherapy as issue ofhis thesis62

. 

as master of ophthalmology was listening two semesters of it and making a successful cataract
operation. Lessons were held in Latin or in vernacular language. Simon, 2013, p. 94-95. 
56 Gortvay, 1953, p. 191-192, Szogi. 1990, p. 78. (Nr. 987), Molnar, 2005, p. 62-63, NAH, Libri 
Regii (A 57) Voi. 66, p. 84l-!S44. (1466/1840, 23 January, 1840). 
57 He had stroke in 1847. http://www.rakovszky.net/Dl_DisplRemlmg/ 
Rako_DRI_ShowRemotelmages.shtm1?$LSG_F0l@0647 (FOI :649, Fabiny, Teofil Janos) 
[accessed on November 21, 2013]. 
58 He was promoted as doctor of medicine in Pest, 15 January 1822. SUA 1 lf Voi. 1, p. 108 (Nr. 
468). 
59 http:i/mek.oszk.hu/03600/03630/htmU (Fabini, Frigyes) [accessed on November 21, 2013]. 
60 He was graduated as doctor of medicine, 2 April, 1840. SUA 1/f Voi. 1 p. 309 (Nr. 1035). 
61 http://www.rakovszky.net/D I_ DisplRemlmg/Rako _ORI_ ShowRemotelmages.shtml?$LSG _ 
K41@0129 (K41: 137, Korbuly Bogdan) [accessed on November 21, 2013]. 
62 Radulovics [Greek Catholic, b. around 1816, Gyulafehervar (Alba lulia)-d. ?] became doctor of 
medicine in 14 March 1842. The title of his dissertation was Dissertatio inauguralis medica, qua 
febris in genere de gymnastica medico, physiologico el dialectico respectu, Pest, 1842. SUA, 1/f, I, 
p. 333 (no 1114). 
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Summarizing the data, it seems, the Faculty of Medicine in Pest did not 
became much more popular for Transylvanian students in the first half of the 19th 

century, their presence is modest in the Faculty in the studies of medicine. Although 
scientific relations between Hungarian and Transylvanian doctors from the l 820s got 
stronger, it did not influenced too much the number of students of medicine. Looking 
at personal lives of the peregrinants, this issue seems more complex. Though a small 
number of Transylvanians studied and graduated here as doctors of medicine, but 
after their studies were finished, they readily stayed in Hungary, respectively in 
Pest63

. In case of surgeons, what was the di fference? 
There were many factors, which promoted the popularity of courses of 

surgery, which were held in vemacular language (Hungarian or German). Their 
certificate (master of surgery or civil surgeon) guaranteed them almost the same 
rights as doctors of medicine had, and education of surgeons also took less time. 
After the Carlasbad decrees in 1819, peregrination inside the Habsburg Empire 
became more relevant. The Faculty of Medicine in Pest was mainly important for 
peregrinants from Bohemia, Moravia and Galicia, who arrived here en masse from 
the 1820s. Many families - especially craftsmens' - started to reckon medicine as a 
device, which ensures them social recovery. Considering time and price of the 
studies, surgery seemed the easiest way to get a medical certificate. According to 
this, total number of students of surgery often was higher, than of medicine per year, 
not to mention the number of extradited diplomas. When the Faculty was most 
popular, in the early 1830s, so, in session 1831-1832 the difference between number 
of students of surgery and of medicine was 71, in the next session 76 (in 1831-1832 
448 persons studied surgery and 3 77 medicine, in 1832- I 833 494 and 418)64

• 

Due to the new order of courses in 1833, and offense against surgeons, 
number of students of surgery started to decrease. In session 1846-184 7 there were 
219 students of medicine, and only 127 becoming surgeons in the Faculty. 65 

According to this, number of Transylvanian surgeons also fluctuated, but, in contract 
with the doctors, they found surgery more interesting: from 1829-1830 the average 
number of Transylvanian peregrinants in the courses of surgery was averagely 1 O 
persons per year. Based on the books of Classifications and the Matricula, between 
session 1815-1816 and I 846-184 7 109 students matriculated from Transylvania in 
Pest. Most of them attended the Hungarian courses (80 persons)66. 25 peregrinants 
came here to finish their studies in Pest, and 44 Transylvanians studied surgery in 
this faculty from the beginning. 

63 The multitude of settling surgeons and doctors in Pest did not ease their living and subsistence, 
which caused debate among contemporary colleagues. Particularly see: K. Simon, Sebeszet es 
sebeszek Magyarorszagon cit., p. 231-240. 
64 The greatest difference (126) was in session 1823-1824. ln that year 221 people matriculated to 
the courses ofsurgery, and only 95 to medicine. SUA, 1/e, I. 
65 Based on SUA, 1/e, 12. 
66 A reason for the small increase of number of Transylvanians in 1844-1845 and the next session 
( 11 and 16 persons) was the introduction of Hungarian national language in the education. SUA, 
1/e, 12. 
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We have to admit that almost quarter of them (32) gave up the course and 
probably finished it in another place. Three of them died during their studies. Only 
four peregrinants did pre-studies in the lyceum of Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca), and 
interestingly, not all of them got bis certificte bere. J6zsef Bak (Bakk) from 
Nagyenyed (Aiud) studied two years in Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca) from 1834/5, he 
matriculated in Pest as Hungarian sophomore in 1837-1838, but finally, became civil 
surgeon in Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca), in 1840-1841 67

. Similarly, Kăroly Peterfy was 
also sophomore in Pest in 1837, he started the courses of surgery in Kolozsvăr (Cluj
Napoca), and also moved back there for bis qualification68

. Antal Lengyel studied in 
the lyceum from 1827-1828, too, and five rears later matriculated in Pest as 
sophomore in the Hungarian course of surgery6 

• Wolfgang Lukăts studied with him 
in the same time in Kolozsvăr (Cluj-Napoca) and Pest, he was sophomore in Pest in 
1832-1833 and the next session, and became master ofsurgery in Hungary in 183570

• 

We should mention as an interesting fact, the six Transylvanian peregrinants chose to 
study surgery after pharrnaceutical pre-studies 71

• 

Almost half of the students were Calvinist ( 42) and Catholic (36, including 
one Greek Catholic)72

• There were 28 Lutherans (most of them were Saxons, so not 
surprisin~ly 23 of them chose the German course of surgery), 2 Israelites and 1 
Unitarian 3

• So the former proportion changed, the Catholic predominance 
moderated. This proportion reflects better the denominational relations of 
Transylvania, and also refers, that the Catholic character of the University effaced in 
the first half of the 19th century, and thanks to this, the University became more 
popular for Protestants, too. 

We have little information about the family background of these 
peregrinants. The profession of the father was mentioned only in that case, if he was 
still alive that time and the student was not grown up. But 45 peregrinants were 
already independent adults (sui juris) in the time of their studies, 15 persons' mother 
was widow, 7 had tutor, 3 were completely orphans. Eight students' fathers were 
generally identified as 'craftsmen', and beside them were 5 coopers, 2 taylors, 1 

67 SUA, 1/d, 32, p. 95-96 and Ibidem, 1/e, 6, p. 95-96; J. Maizner, op. cit., p. 76; J. Varga, op. cit., 
p. 201 (no 3478). 
68 He was freshman in 1833, started newly two years in 1835. and finally tumed back to Kolozsvâr 
in session 1839-1840 and got his certificate as civil surgeon in the same year. SUA, 1/d, 32, p. 162-
163; Ibidem, (ie, 6, p. 99-100; J. Maizner, op. cit., p. 76; J. Varga, op. cit., p. 200 (no 3441) and 
211 (no 3709). 
6

q SUA. 1/d, 22; J. Varga. op. cit., p. 167 (no 2651). We have no data wheter he had finished his 
studies or not. 
70 ln Julia Varga's book he was mcntioned as sophomore in Kolozsvâr, but the matricula of Pest 
says, that he was only freshman there. SUA, 1/d, 22 and 25; Ibidem, I ic, 3; Ibidem, 1/f, 3, p. IO (no 
1762) and J. Varga, op. cit., p. 168 (no 2658). 
71 Actually, it was a common practice. 
72 Gyorgy Teflân served at the anny previously, he matriculated to the Hungarian course in 1844, 
where he studied three years. 
73 Nagy Moyses was bom as nobleman in Kolozsvâr (Cluj-Napoca), probably Hungarian. He 
attended the Hungarian course between session 1825-1826 and 1827-1828. He was graduated as 
civil surgeon and obstetrician in 1828. SUA. l /f, 2, p. 788 (no 303 ). 
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weaver, 1 bootmaker, I hatter. Eight students had officer or white-collar worker 
father. Two fathers were merchants, and only six students followed their fathers' 
profession as surgeons (tutors of two peregrinants were also surgeons). One student 
came from a pharmaceutist's family. According to their social rank (if it was 
mentioned in the sources), we can say, that five peregrinants had civil-, and three had 
noble background. Six of them was originally peasant. So, most of them originated 
from craftman-families. By their place of birth, most of them came here from major 
Transylvanian cities, for example from Kolozsvâr (Cluj-Napoca, 20 persons), 
Marosvâsârhely (Târgu Mureş, 15), Nagyszeben (Sibiu, 7), Beszterce (Bistriţa, 4), 
Brass6 (Braşov, 12), Medgyes (Mediaş, 4), Nagyenyed (Aiud, 3), Fogaras (Făgăraş, 
3), Erzsebetvâros (Dumbrăveni, 3) and Szâszvâros (Orăştie, 3). 

The history of the Faculty of Medicine of Pest before 1848 shows, how the 
small institution grew into an intemationally relevant establishment. According to 
this, more foreign students matriculated there in time. Among Transylvanians it was 
not popular in the beginning, but after the Napoleonic wars, thanks to severa! 
positive circumstances, it became a beloved place. Analyzing the course of life of 
these students after their graduation, we can say, that wheter they went back to their 
homeland, or settled down in Hungary, they significantly contributed to the 
contemporary health care system, and deepened the fellowship between the 
Hungarian and the Transylvanian healers. 
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